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History at
the table
Visitors can experience a taste of Zurich’s history
in the city’s guild houses turned restaurants.
While the Zurich guilds may be best known for their role in the city’s most festive
holiday, the Sechseläuten spring festival, they are also a major feature of Zurich’s
history. From the 14th century, the guilds lay down rules for the different trades
and craftsmen to ensure fair practice. The “Zunft zur Saffran,” for example, was
home to merchants of textiles and spices; the members of the “Zunft zum Widder”
were cattle merchants and butchers; the “Zunft zur Schmiden” accepted blacksmiths,
goldsmiths, clockmakers, and doctors. Taking into account that the city’s trades were
the leading economic enterprises of their time – much like start-ups and digi-tech
companies are today –, the guilds wielded tremendous power.
The guilds were also integral to the city’s political system. In 1336, in what was
called Brun’s Revolution, knight Rudolf Brun deposed the city’s ruling nobility
and replaced them with the guilds – himself as head. Even today, traditional guild
members have access to valuable networks and professions, and decisions in business
and politics are often taken in these circles. Some political scientists contend that
among Western democracies, Switzerland links politics and business the most closely.

Guilds and Hungry Guests

Window to the future
Historical detail at the
“Zunfthaus zur Waag.”

Still today, no fewer than 33 striking guild houses in the old town attest to the
key role the guilds played historically. Housed in buildings of deserved architectural
interest, most have interiors with fine wood panelling and coffered ceilings. Through
the centuries, some have been converted into hotels, such as the Hotel Widder, which
houses the rooms of the “Zunft zum Widder” or the Hotel Savoy, where the guild of
the tanners convenes. The “Zunft zur Meisen” – guild of the wine merchants, saddle
makers and painters – occupies a stately rococo palace which houses the porcelain
and faience collection of the Swiss National Museum. In the “Zunfthaus zur Letzi,”
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better known as the Restaurant Turm, audio-visuals share insights into this integral
part of Zurich’s past as the building also houses the Guild Museum.
Other guild houses have been converted into restaurants, where a meal is always
an enjoyable encounter with guild history. Among these, the “Rôtisserie Storchen”
on the Limmat − home of the guild of the fishermen and boatmen − is an elegant
choice; the restaurant “Haus zum Rüden,” where the Constaffel, guild of the nobles,
convenes, too, is appropriately outfitted. You’ll be sure to eat and drink well and
the language speaks for itself: even today, a hearty meal is often referred to in Swiss
German as a “zünftige Mahlzeit,” a “guild-like” meal.

Sepp Wimmer,
host of the
Restaurant
“Zunfthaus zur
Waag,” speaks
about the
changes his
restaurant was
undergoing,
some owing to
construction
around the
property, and
others to the
changing
eating habits
of his modern
guests.
Mr. Wimmer, the “Waag” was founded almost 700 years ago, in 1336. How
have you modernized the old institution?
It’s been an ongoing task. Some seven years ago, I read in the paper that the Stadthaus
– site of the city’s civil weddings − was going to be renovated, so I approached them
with a proposal to move those events to our historic property. The word “Waag” translates to scales or balance, so I argued that marrying in our house meant bringing your
life “into balance.” That had terrific appeal; in 2015, we hosted some 200 weddings,
including bridal parties that were Swiss, Russian, Ukrainian, Indian, Spanish, South
American, and Turkish, and since I wear a dark suit for the celebrations, I’m sometimes even mistaken for the minister!

The “Waag” is known for classics, like “Zürcher Geschnetzeltes,” served elegantly.
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Has the recent Münsterhof renovation changed your restaurant operations?
Yes, coming from the Limmat bridge, the house has become much more visible.
That’s very appealing, although the lack of parking space is clearly a drawback. And
while the architect’s plan included some trees for shade, the trees were refused when
a merchandiser nearby thought that the foliage would hide his shop windows, so it
can get very hot in the summer. But we’ve made our outdoor space look very inviting.
New chair covers and tablecloths match our façade, and we offer an affordable menu
(CHF 25–35) at lunchtime. Another definite plus-point after the renovation is that
for an aperitif outside – evenings, too – guests aren’t bothered by the sound of traffic.
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Somebody said the new fountain serves up wine. Is there any truth to that?
Yes! From the small fountain in front of the building, wine – rather than water – can
come out of a spigot. We mount a barrel in an underground cavity, and can pump up
any designated wine. I tell our guests to appeal to the Heavens for a miracle, they all
look upwards, and I stamp, unseen, on the foot pedal that releases the tap.
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Are there any other changes you anticipate?
Ours is really the only Zunfthaus that has an open urban space out the front door.
The city recognizes that value, and charges us 25% more rent now that the new
Münsterhof is complete. So I’ve had to get creative: how can I use the outdoor space
to our best advantage, especially in the light of changes in habits around food? Guests
today want to eat more quickly, and spend less. A grill outside, perhaps? Pastrami or
roast beef, say, in savory bread? Among other ideas are lunch-to-go from a “green”
wok, and bar stools at high tables. Further, with the famous cheese shop opposite,
I’d like to marry a fine cheese board with a selection of our excellent wines. Not only
would that foster conversation, but it would play nicely on the tradition of cheese
varieties in Switzerland.
Do the hosts of the various guild house restaurants have a regular exchange?
Sadly, no, most likely because we’re all competing for guests. But when I have a full
house, rather than turn anyone away, I ask what they’d like to eat, and then personally take them somewhere I can recommend, the “Rüden,” for example, or for traditional fare, the “Storchen.” See, if they’re in Zurich a few days, they usually come
back at some point to the “Waag.”

Zunfthaus zur Waag
Zunft zur Waag
(Hatmakers’ and Bleachers’ Guild)
Fine traditional cuisine.
Münsterhof 8, Zurich,
T. +41 44 216 99 66.
www.zunfthaus-zur-waag.ch

zürichsee schifffahrt
Visitors to Switzerland shouldn’t miss a scenic boat trip on lovely Lake Zurich.
The Lake Zurich Navigation Company offers various scheduled
cruises as well as a wide range of Dream Cruises.

www.zsg.ch
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In 2015, a facelift turned the Münsterhof,
the square by the Fraumünster church,
into a pedestrian zone. It also brought a
new fountain which is connected to the
“Zunfthaus zur Waag” and sometimes
sprouts wine instead of water!
A little culinary surprise awaits
ZürichCARD holders with each
main course they order. p. 128
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The guild houses
and their restaurants

Fine dining in the historical setting of the “Waag,” nearby the Fraumünster church.

The “Haus zum Rüden.”

The “Rôtisserie Storchen.”

Blue Monkey

Boucherie AuGust

Zunft zur Schneidern (Tailors’ Guild)
Authentic Thai cuisine.
Stüssihofstatt 3, Zurich,
T. +41 44 261 76 18.
www.bluemonkey.ch

Zunft zum Widder (Butchers’ Guild)
For meat lovers.
Rennweg 1, Zurich,
T. +41 44 224 28 28.
www.widderhotel.ch

restaurant Grünes Glas

Zunfthaus zur Haue

Zunft Riesbach (Neighborhood Guild)
Mediterranean cuisine.
Untere Zäune 15, Zurich,
T. +41 44 251 65 04.
www.gruenesglas.ch

Zunft zur Kämbel (Traders’ Guild)
Regional cuisine.
Limmatquai 52, Zurich,
T. +41 44 252 33 62.
www.zunfthaus-zur-haue.ch

Savoy Baur en Ville

haus zum Rüden

Zunft zur Gerwe & zur Schuhmachern
(Tanners’ and Shoemakers’ Guild)
Traditional but creative Swiss cuisine.
Poststrasse 12, Zurich,
T. +41 44 215 25 25.
www.savoy-baurenville.ch

Gesellschaft zur Constaffel
(Nobles’ Guild)
For sophisticated gourmets.
Limmatquai 42, Zurich,
T. +41 44 261 95 66.
www.haus-zum-rueden.ch

Rôtisserie Storchen

Zunfthaus zur Saffran

Zunft zur Schiffleuten (Boatmen’s Guild)
Classic Swiss dishes; beautiful terrace
on the river.
Weinplatz 2, Zurich,
T. +41 44 227 21 13.
www.storchen.ch

Zunft zur Saffran (Spice Traders’ Guild)
Traditional Swiss cuisine.
Limmatquai 54, Zurich,
T. +41 44 251 37 40.
www.zunfthauszursaffran.ch

zunfthaus zur meisen

Guild Museum

Restaurant Turm

Zunft zur Meisen (Wine Traders’ Guild)
The porcelain and faience collection
of the Swiss National Museum.
Münsterhof 20, Zurich.
www.nationalmuseum.ch

Zunft zur Letzi (Neighborhood Guild)
Short film sequences (in German or English)
covering the history of the Zurich guilds.
Obere Zäune 19, Zurich.
www.zunftstadt.ch

Zunft zur Letzi
(Neighborhood Guild)
Mediterranean and Caribbean cuisine.
Obere Zäune 19, Zurich,
T. +41 43 268 39 40.
www.bei-tony.ch
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Zunfthaus
zur Zimmerleuten
Zunft zur Zimmerleuten
(Carpenters’ Guild)
Fondue al fresco, all year long.
Limmatquai 40, Zurich,
T. +41 44 250 53 63.
www.zunfthaus-zimmerleuten.ch
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